This file was most recently updated on 11/08/06. Questions 11 thorugh 14 were added below.
Battle Stations Q & A by Paul Cooper
1. Rule 8.1 says to "subtract the attacker's fire value from the defender's defense value" yet the box on the Critical Hit chart says "fire less defense." Which is correct? I'm pretty sure the Critical Hit chart is right.
Answer: You are correct the chart is correct.  You should subtract the defenders value from the attackers thus if Hood has a broadside attack of A15 and Bismarck has a belt defense of A24 
(15-24=-9) equals minus nine rounded up to -6 which is the column you would reference on the combat chart
2. On the Reference Card the "Notes on Range" says that night combat is conducted using the Extreme Range section of the Combat table. This is mentioned nowhere else in the rules. Is all combat at night (no matter the actual range) conducted on the Extreme Range section?
Answer: Although it makes practical sense that night combat would be at point blank range in play testing we thought it was too deadly therefore the decision to have night combat take place at extreme range because of inherent confusion of night actions and the difficulty of ranging on targets unless you have gunnery radar.
3. Rule 5.3 says ships with advanced gunnery radar get +2 on the Combat table but the Combat table itself says advanced gunnery radar is only +1. Rule 9.8 says that advanced gunnery radar is only +1. Which is correct? 
Answer: +2 is the correct modifier.
4. Rule 8.2 says that torpedo attacks ignore the "usual damage caused by the combat chart." Does this mean that if a critical hit is rolled, the torpedoes do not get that critical hit, just the automatic critical from this rule?
Answer: The critical hit chart determines all damage for torpedo hits.
5. Rule 11.4 says that ships with more than one shot of torpedoes may only fire 1/2 (rounded down) of their torpedoes in one turn. Does this mean that a ship with 9(2) torpedoes (Japanese Kuma-class CL) may fire 4 torpedoes in one shot, and then 4 more in the second shot but never gets to fire that last torpedo?
Answer: Remember torpedo fire is in volleys notin in dividual torpedoes, thus the nine represents the total firepower of one volley.  The Kuma has two shots plus two reloads and can only shoot one volley of 9 at a time.  There is an exception to this rule which we toyed with allowing the Kuma to shoot both her volleys at long as one target was on the port side and one on the starboard side.
6. Rule 18 is confusing, especially the example. The example says that a German ship in 1943 attempts to remove 5 hits, and need a 3 or less to succeed with each roll (one roll per hit). The Damage Control table says that German ships in 1943 repair hits on a 1-12.
Answer:  Whoops! I thought I caught all the examples, initially we were using a 6 sided die for damage control but decided to switch to a twenty sided die to allow for more variation.  You are correct, 1-12 is the number you would have to role for each hit in order to remove the damage.
Also, the Turn Sequence in 2.0 says (under all the damage control segments but the Air Combat Damage Control Segment) that only one roll is made per ship with hits, and that roll can reduce damage by one or two hits. This doesn't match up with Rule 18.
Answer:  Rule 18 is correct, each hit is rolled for to prevent the hit from becoming permanent damage.
7. Why does the Anti-Submarine Warfare combat table have a possible result of D5 when no other combat table has such a result?
Answer: The D5 result allows for the possibility of a submarine to be sunk outright.
8. My one real nuts and bolts question concerns torpedo combat. Using sample ships and the rules as I understand them, a US Fletcher with a torpedo value of 12 and one shot may make a single attack using that torpedo value. If the target was a Japanese CL of the Agano class at a range of 15, the US vessel would have an attack factor of 12, the Japanese cruiser a belt defense of 6 and thus you would roll on the extreme range chart at +6 (assuming no other modifiers) and all D1 hits would be treated as critical? An example of torpedo combat would be very helpful.
Answer: First of all torpedo hits are considered critical hits which meAnswer you roll on the critical hit chart for damage ignoring the usual damage procedure used for surface combat.
Let's use your example above to illustrate torpedo combat.  Both the Fletcher and Agano are thinking of firing torpedoes at each other.  Fletcher's 21" torpedoes have a range of 5-10-15 (point blank-normal-extreme) compared to Agano whose 24" Long Lance torpedoes are 10-20-30 (point blank-normal-extreme).  Here is what is interesting, all ships are attacked by the torpedoes if the torpedoes path intercects with a ship's stand until a hit is registered.  Once a hit is made the torpedoes cease any further movement.  During the war it was typical for many torpedoes to be fired but few actually connected, this is why I use torpedo volleys instead of single torpedoes. 
9. Alright, let's go back to the example, Fletcher wants to fire at Agano, the US player measures from the center side of the ship's stand to the center side of the target's stand this is the route the torpedoes will take.  Upon doing this the US player discovers that the Japanese destroyer Fubuki is 11 inches distant and its stand intersects with the torpedoes path.  Therefore, the Fletcher's torpedoes will attack the Fubuki first and if the torpedoes fail to hit (get a D1 or critical hit result on the Combat Table) the torpedoes will then attack the Agano which is 14 inches away (center point to center point) from the Fletcher.  Fletcher fires rolls for the Fubuki and misses and then rolls for the Agano and misses, if the Fletcher had hit the Fubuki combat would have been resolved on the critical hit chart and that would have ended the movement of the torpedoes.   Now Fubuki fires (with an attack of 18) at Fletcher (10-20-30 range) which is 11 inches away and is in the medium range band because it is over 10 inches in distance.  Fubuki misses so the torpedoes continue moving and intersects the stand of the Iowa at 19 inches (notice because Iowa is not the original target we measure the range from the center of the Fubuki to the point where the torpedoes' paths intersect with the Iowa's stand) which meAnswer that Fubuki's torpedoes are still at medium range.  Iowa's defensive belt number is 24 while Fubuki's torpedo number is 18 now subtract the defense number from the attack number (18-24=-6) which yields a -6 which is the column you use on the Normal range section of the combat chart.  Fubuki is lucky today and rolls a 15 with no modifiers.  Because it is a torpedo attack the Critical Hit Chart is used.  On the Critical Hit chart fire less defense is a -6 which meAnswer that you use the less than zero row.  Fubuki rolls a 16 and Iowa receives two hits.  Because Fubuki hit the target all torpedo movement for this attack ceases and combat for this attack is finished.  The Japanese player had originally intended to fire at Fletcher but realizing that Fubuki is between it and the Fletch the Agano decides not to risk hitting a friendly vessel.  The damage control phase for Torpedo attacks now begins because there is no further torpedo movement or combat taking place anywhere else on the game table.  Iowa rolls for each hit, it is 1944 so to remove one hit (preventing the hit from becoming damage) the US needs to roll 1 through 14.  Iowa rolls 10 for the first hit and 15 for the second hit, one hit is eliminated while the other pushes Iowa to damage level one.  Once a hit is converted to damage it cannot be removed for the remainder of the game.
On the modifiers for surface combat, a head or tail on shot (crossing the T) is treated as a negative one modifier for both surface gunnery and torpedoes. Most rules give a positive modifier in gunnery for a crossed T while treating the same situation with torpedoes as a negative for combing wakes. Shouldn't the modifier be a plus for gunnery and a minus for torps?
Answer: I agree, a plus one for gunnery and minus one for torpedoes.
10. One minor quibble on ship ratings/stats. The Us cruisers of the Des Moines and Worcester classes both used new rapid fire mounts for their 8" and 6" guns respectively achieving a 6 second firing cycle for the 8" and a 5 second firing cycle for the 6" which was essentially twice the speed of the Baltimore or Brooklyn/Cleveland classes. I'd be inclined to increase the attack factors for those two classes main batteries by 50%.
Answer: I am aware of this and there were a few British cruisers which could qualify as well.  Firepower is also based on the impact force of the shells as well as the volume expended.  For this reason I would not increase it by 50% but if you wish to experiment I would suggest you try increasing both by a factor of 3.
11. British R Battleship Class Correction: Apparently only Resolution had the range improvement in 1942, which allowed shooting out to 30,000 yards. The new range should be 5-20-25, which will definitely make the R class inferior to their cousins the Queen Elizabeths.  
12. Ships firing in Battle Line.  If you have a division of four ships (1, 2, 3 and 4, in order), if ships 1 and 2 fire at a target and 3 and 4 fire at a different target, do both groups get the positive modifier or just the first group?
Answer: the battle line modifier represents a concentrated effort of the division; so both groups can use the modifier as long as the ships are adjacent and under the same division.
13. Does the GR (Gunnery Radar) modifier apply to torpedo shots?  Does the Battle Line modifier apply to torpedo shots?
Answer: the GR radar modifier doesn’t apply to torpedo shots, nor is the Battle Line modifier used. (Battle Line involves the ships spotting gunnery shots, not torpedo wakes).
14. Did you purposely lower the armor class rating of the Japanese battleships in Scenario Nine for play balance or was that a typo?
Answer: the scenario information is correct. Kongo should be B12/C9, as the Kongos were battlecruisers and had significantly less armor protection in the belt and deck.
End of File

